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Visual Basic programming techniques are presented in a logical and easy-to-follow sequence that helps you really understand the principles involved in developing programs. The reader begins with learning the basics to write a first program and then moves on to adding voice, music, sound, and graphics. After reading this book, the reader will be able to write their own DLLs, create ActiveX controls, use object linking and embedding (OLE) and write Visual Basic programs that support multiple document interface, and much more. Various topics covered are: - Properties, Controls, and Objects - Graphics, Controls & Methods - Interfacing with Windows - Arrays, OLE, and other topics - Data Control and SQL - Multiple Document Interface - ActiveX- Sound Programming and DirectSound - Building ActiveX Controls and all the latest features of Visual Basic.      

       About the Author
     Greg Perry has been a programmer and computer trainer for more thant 10 years and he is renowned for his ability to explain complex computer topics to new users. He has authored various introductory books such as: Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office 97 in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself Windows 95 in 24 Hours and Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic in 24 Hours.
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HTML5 For Dummies Quick ReferenceFor Dummies, 2011

	Essential information about using HTML5: everything you need at your fingertips
	
		HTML is the predominant programming language used to create Web pages. HTML5 has enhanced rich media, geolocation, database and mobile capabilities, and is now able to script APIs, making it a must-have for Web developers. This...
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Digital Photo Projects For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
If you browse the shelves of your local bookstore, you can find many books about digital photography, including several by yours truly. As a smart consumer, you’re probably wondering what makes this book different from the rest and, more important, how those differences can benefit you.

Well, for one thing, most digital photography...
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Jump Start Adobe XDSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2017

	
		Get a Jump Start on the up and coming UX design and prototyping power tool, Experience Design!

	
		Experience Design CC (also known as XD) is a brand new design tool from Adobe. With a clean, uncluttered UI and a raft of powerful features--such as live preview, Repeat Grids, artboards, symbols and collaboration tools--XD is...
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Worldmark Encyclopedia of Cultures and Daily LifeGale, 2009

	Th e Worldmark Encyclopedia of Cultures and Daily Life, Second Edition, contains over 500 articles exploring the ways of life of peoples of the world. Arranged in fi ve volumes by geographic regions—Africa, Americas, Asia & Oceania (two volumes), and Europe—the volumes of this encyclopedia parallel the organization of its...
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Under the Sink: Selected WorksD.A. Peters, 2009
Debut novella and short story collection by upcoming author, d.a. peters. With a knack for the vernacular and a biting wit, his debut has been likened to Darrell Spencer, John Updike, and Chuck Palahniuk. In the eponymous novella, four clerks share their experiences working at a grocery: from alcohol stashed behind the counter, drug addiction, and...
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Behavioral Biometrics: A Remote Access ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the advent of the internet as a medium for performing business transactions, the need for a secure communication channel has never been more paramount. The study of behavioral biometrics - the verification and/or identification of individuals based on the way they provide information to an authentication system - originated from the need...
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